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…because we are all inscribed in history our personal memories are connected to larger narratives of 
memory that are collectively shared at various degrees, processed and confirmed also at various degrees of 
officiality, consciousness and communication. In this process, all production, selection and display of 
imagery is an intrinsic aspect of identity construction between traditions and creativity, both at personal 
and social levels.  
 
The conceptual core of this project is an open investigation of memories, local knowledge and the flux of 
identity as related to place, in the context of piercing globalization and generational gaps. This investigation 
first took place in 1997, in Tucumán Argentina, my place of origin, through an invitation for local artists to 
produce and object/souvenir reflecting their memory and ideas about Tucumán. In this way the Nomadic 
Anthology of Objects was formed. I have traveled with those objects (91) or images of them, carrying 
the same questions presented to the artists of Tucumán in the context of workshops and conversations, 
creating different installations in dialogue with local materials and themes, sometimes including 
contributions of artists and other people in the places of arrival. 
 
In this case, a workshop with a group of art students and contributions by friends have provided some snap 
shot postcards to pair printed images of the souvenirs from Tucumán, along with my own register of the 
visit and experience in this region of Thailand. The images displayed on banana leaves, hang from the 
ceiling of a bamboo hut structure built in the garden of the Residency compound, in observation of 
traditional architecture and symbols. The hut, crossed with the skeleton of a large boat, also built with 
bamboo, is conceived both as a sacred space to house the postcards and a sculpture. Hut and boat conform 
an outlined spatial system integrating female and male symbols, groundedness and mobility, placed in the 
direction East-West. The postcards hanging inside are visible from all angles of the open structure and 
translucent fishnet roof, yet inaccessible for scrutiny, as in the case of relics, configuring a sort of mobile 
that resembles the display of goods in many of the local craft shops. Several flashlights will provide 
temporary illumination in the opening night on the 13th of November.  
 
I dedicate the piece to the whole family of Boombandarn Farm where the Womanifesto Residency 
takes place, and particularly to kun Mae Pan Parahom and Khun Poe Boonjan Parahom, the elders 
who’s life efforts and visions have made this place come to existence. As a final act, at some point during 
the open studio event on the following day, I will climb up the structure to hand out the souvenirs to our 
visitors. My wish is that my work as an offering brings pleasure and plentyness to the family, related artists 
and community, and that is kept in the garden until nature’s work determines that should be burnt or 
disposed of.    
 
Graciela Ovejero. Boombandarn Farm, November 2008. 
Contributing friends and students from Local school /collage and Mahasarahkarm University, 
89 Artists from Tucumán will be in the website www.womanifesto .com 
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